




Breeders nationwide report 
moderate birth weights and 
excellent phenotype. Use 
Authority to improve natural 
fleshing ability, add depth 
and width, expand scrotal 
size and give you females 
to build a herd around. The 
real deal from calving to 
quality.



The quality of the Patriot sons and daughters never goes out 
of style - keen headed, sharp looking progeny with superior feet, 
disposition and structure. Daughters in production are stellar. 
Sons in the sale ring have solidified his commercial acceptance.  
Add value to your replacement pen or bull sale. For curve-bending 
performance and outcome, incorporate the Patriots. Homozygous 
polled.

Semen: $25/straw/$35 signing fee





This offering of Affinity sons reflects masculinity, extra body and 

big scrotals while maintaining his impressive calving-ease data. 

Affinity’s two-year-old daughters now calving reflect the beautiful

Athena cow family udders with ample milk. Affinity continues to be 

a standout sire in the Select Sires lineup.

Semen: $25/straw; $35 signing fee



Tioga originates from the strongest cow family at L-T. His 12-year-
old dam, LT Brenda 8034, one of our most sought after females is 
now owned with Grand Hills in Colorado. Tioga daughters exhibit her 
beautiful udder, soft makeup and front-pasture quality. In the top 35% 
of the breed for seven traits, Tioga offers outcross calving ease and 
females to build your herd around. Homozygous polled.

Semen: $25/straw; $35 signing fee

Our #1 selling sire for use in commercial 
and purebred heifer projects, Landmark 
is a go-to calving-ease bull. He delivers 
results. Multi-generations of good udders, 
feet and quiet attitudes from a top Long 
Distance x Bridger dam. Her avg. weaning 
ratio: 6 at 108. Semen: $25/straw; $35 signing 



Study this outcross EPD profile and note the spread from 
birth to yearling. Dig deeper and see what makes him an 
easy-to-use herd improver - quiet dispositions and superior 
foot structure that provides the foundation for growth. 
Fifty-eight daughters in production enhance his milk EPD.
Use to add muscle, frame and pure performance in high-
outcome, market-topping progeny.

Semen: $25/straw; $35 signing fee
Exportable semen available


